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ABSTRACT 
We establish a minimax characterization for extreme real eigenvalues of a general 
hermitian matrix pencil. The results extend the previous generalizations for real 
diagonable hermitian pencils and the classical Courant-Fischer theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with a minimax theorem for hermitian matrix 
pencils AA - B, i.e., both A and B are hermitian matrices. We assume that 
A is nonsingular. When A is positive definite, all the eigenvalues are real 
and there is a well-known minimax characterization of the eigenvalues. The 
case of a general (i.e. indefinite) nonsingular hermitian A is much more 
difficult. The pencil may have nonreal as well as nonsemisimple eigenvalues. 
The presence of such eigenvalues complicates the situation significantly. 
We shall be interested in the case of indefinite A. It is well known that 
there is a sign characteristic associated with each real eigenvalue. In particu- 
lar, a real eigenvalue A is said to be of positive (negative) type with 
multiplicity k if there exist k linearly indepen.dent eigenvectors that are 
A-positive (A-negative). Note that an eigenvalue of positive (or negative) 
type necessarily has a linear elementary divisor. Thus, we can regard each 
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real eigenvalue as a superposition of eigenvalues of positive type, eigenvalues 
of negative type, and eigenvalues with nonlinear elementary divisors. 
The variational principles for eigenvalues of hermitian matrices are 
fundamental tools in investigating eigenvalue properties. It is natural to 
generalize them to the (indefinite) pencil problem, and some results of 
various types for the so-called definite linear pencils and overdamped 
quadratic pencils can be found in the literature [2, 6, 9, 5, 7, 81. Recently, a 
minimax theorem has been established for diagonable pencils with all 
eigenvalues real [4, 1, lo]. Specifically, if A: < . . . < A: are the eigenvalues 
of positive type of AA - B, it has been proved that 
X*BX 
A+= max inf - 
dimS=n-i+l XES x”Ax 
(1.1) 
x*Ax>o 
for certain A,:, in particular, for all A,: which are greater than any eigen- 
value of negative type. Clearly, (1.1) generalizes the classical Courant-Fischer 
minimax theorem. 
We will show that (1.1) can be generalized further to allow general 
hermitian pencils. Let B be the sum of generalized eigenspaces of all the 
nonreal eigenvalues and of all the real eigenvalues corresponding to Jordan 
chains of length greater than one. Let d+ be the dimension of a maximal 
A-positive subspace g+ of 9. Note that neither _?S+ nor _GS is unique, but 
d + is independent of the choice of .GP and 3. With this notation, we can 
state the following simplified version of our main theorem (Theorem 3.1). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A:< **- <A,!+ be the eigenvalues of positive type of 
a hermitian pencil AA - B with A invertible. lf A,? is greater than any real 
eigenvalue of negative type and any real eigenvalue with nonlinear elementary 
divisors, then 
X*BX 
A,? = max inf - 
dimS=n-(d++i)+l reS X*/-k ’ 
(1.2) 
r*Ax>o 
A slightly more general form of this theorem will be presented in 
Section 3. 
A remark concerning the dimension in (1.2) is in place. By the definition 
of d+, the nonreal eigenvalues and the real eigenvalues with a nonlinear 
elementary divisor can be regarded as having d+ A-positive (generalized) 
eigenvectors; then AZ? may be regarded as the (i + d+)th eigenvalue of 
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positive type rather than the ith. This explains the index shift in (1.2) relative 
to (1.1). 
In Section 2 we give a canonical form and some related notation. The 
main theorem is stated and proved in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this section we give some preliminaries, including a canonical form for 
hermitian pencils, and some specific notation. 
A pencil AA - B is called nonsingular if A is nonsingular. For a positive 
integer m, e E{ - l,l), and A E a=, we define m X m matrices J(A,e,m), 
K(.s, m> and integers K * Cm, e) as 
J(A,E,m) =e . . 
1 
K(.s,m)=s 
[ 1 .. , 1 . 
and 
A 
: I 
I \ b if m is even, 
K*\rn,E) = 
\ i(mke) if m isodd. 
It is easy to see that K + (m, F) [K _ (m, E)] is the number of positive [negative] 
eigenvalues of K(e,m), or the dimension of a maximal K-positive [negative] 
subspace of C”. We recall the following fundamental theorem concerning a 
canonical form for nonsingular hermitian pencils; the proof can be found 
in [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let AA - B be a nonsingular hermitian matrix pencil. 
Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X such that 
X*AX=A,=diag[A,,...,A,, Ar+l,...,Ar+s, ~,+,+l,...,k,+,+t] 
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and 
X*BX=B,=diag[B,,...,B,, B,+i,...,B,+,, fir+g+l,...,$r+s+t], 
where r = r+ + r_ and for sane &j = f 1 and mj, 
A, = K(l,l), Bj=l(Af,l,l), j=l,...,r+, 
A r++jzK(-l,l), B,++j= ](hj,-1~1)~ j=l r ,..., -1 
mj>,2, Aj=K(sj,m,), Bj= l(Aj>sj>mj), j=r+l ,...,r+ s, 
and 
[ 
0 
Aj = K(1,2mj), sj = 
J(Aj, l,mj) J(Xjtl,mj) 1 Cl ’ 
j=r+s+l . . . ..r + s + t. 
Fur-theme, AC’B, is the Jordun canonica2 fm of A-‘B. 
Obviously, Aj’ (Ai) is an eigenvalue of positive type (negative type). 
Define 
?-+S r+s+t 
d*= C Kf(mj,Ej)+ C mj. 
j=r+l j=r+s+l 
It is easy to see that the definition of d+ here is consistent with the one 
introduced in Section 1 and n = d+ + d- + r. Further, we define 
uzi, = c&,(A,B)=min{Aj:m,>20r sj=l,for j=r+l,...,r+s}, 
u+ = u;JA, B) = max max{Aj:mj>20r~j=1,forj=r+1,...,r+s}, 
u- max =o;_(A,B) = max{Aj:m,>20rej=-l,forj=r+l,...,r+S}. 
Then we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.2. a,&(- A, B) = - @&(A, B), C&CA, - B) = - rzx(A, B). 
Proof. Let AA - B have a canonical form as in Theorem 2.1. Then 
A( - A) - B and AA - (- B) have canonical forms of the same block struc- 
ture with eigenvalues - Aj. Furthermore, 
1 
[ 1 -1 WWN l [ 1 -1 = K( * ES) 
and 
[’ _l][*l(W)][l _1] =_!(-A, k&,2). 
This together with the definition proves the lemma. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 3.1. Let AA - B be a nonsingular hermitian matrix pencil, 
A: < a-. 6 A,++ be the eigenvalues of positive type, and A,< * * . < A, be 
the eigenvalues of negative type. In the following formulas, subspaces S are 
subspaces of C”: 
(a) If AT > maxIA;, a&), then 
X*BX 
A,?= max inf - 
dimS=n-(d++i)+l xeS X*h’ 
x*Ax>o 
(b) Zf AT < minIA_, a,,,), then 
X*BX 
A+= min 
dimS=d-+r-+i s:; x*A.x. 
x*Ax>o 
(c) Zf Ai- < min{A:, u,$“,,), then 
X*BX 
A; = min sup - 
dimS-n-Cd-+i)+l xeS x*h * 
r*A.x<o 
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(d) If A,: > max{h+ ‘+, ok,), then 
X*BX 
A; = max inf - 
dimS=d++r++i XES x*Ax’ 
x*Ax<o 
We observe that locations of nonreal eigenvalues and those of some real 
eigenvalucs with mj = 2 do not affect the minimax formulas [e.g., the real 
eigenvalues with mj = 2 and .sj = - 1 for formula (a)]. 
We first prove some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m 2 2; let pj EC (j = l,..., m -l), oj >, 0 (j = l,.. ., 
m + 1) be numbers such that CI 1 ,..., CY,,,_~ and at least one of a,,,, a,,,+, are 
positive; and let CY,,,+~ E R. Then there exist ti > 0 (j = 1,. . , m) such that 
the m x m tridiagonal matrix 
T= 
is positive definite. 
Proof. Let q be the (m - j + l)X(m - j + 1) submatrix of T in the 
lower right comer, and gj the determinant of Tj. Then gj satisfies the 
following three term recursion: 
and 
gj = 5jajgj+l - 5,21Pj12gj+2 for j=l,...,m-2. 
Evidently, we can choose 5, > 0 so that g, > 0. Now, if gj+ r > 0, then 
since gj,,,...,g, are independent of (j, we can choose tj > 0 SO that 
gj > 0. Thus, in this way, we can find tj > 0, j = 1,. . . , m, such that gj > 0, 
j=l , . , . , m, i.e., T is positive definite. n 
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For any integer m > 2, let m, = [m/2]. We define a matrix function 
Z(5) = Lz,(O.. . z,&$)l E Cmxml for k = (ll,. . . ,5,,> E @“I by 
‘j(S) = ej + Sjem-j. (3.1) 
where ej is the jth coordinate vector in R’“. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let m 2 2 be an integer, e = kl, and F ER. For any 
A > II, there exists a m X K+(~,E) matrix W, such that W,*K(e,m)W, is 
positive definite and 
Wo*[J(ppE,m) - AK(e,m)]W, 
is negative definite. 
Proof. For t=(cl,..., (t,,l>T E Rml, define W(t) E @‘r’XK+(nL,E) by 
W(8) = 
i 
al-> if K+(m,e) = m,, 
[Z(5) %,,I] if K+(m,e)=m,+l, 
where we note that K+(m,E)-- m, is either 0 or 1. 
(1) If m, = fc+(m,e), then 
W([)*K(e,m)W([) =2diag(e51Y...,e5,,) 
and 
where u = 0 or E. 
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(2) If m,=~+(m,~)-1,then ~=l. Hence 
and 
In both cases, Lemma 3.2 implies that there exists a 5 such that 
W(,$)*K(&, m)W(t) and W(t)*[AK(&, ml- J(p, E, m)lW({> are positive defi- 
nite. n 
LEMMA 3.4. Given A E R, for any /.L E R there exists a SO E R such that 
W,*K(-1,2)W, is positive definite and W**[J(h, -1,2)- AK(-1,2)]W, is 
negative definite, where W, = [l toIT. 
Proof. For W(e) = [l tlT 
W(t)*K( -1,2)W(S) = -25 
and 
W(S)*[Jh - 172) - AK( - 1,2)]%9 = - [ 5’ +%CL - A)S] .
The existence of t,, is evident. n 
LEMMA 3.5. Let m >, 1 be an integer, and /.L E C with Im CL > 0. Set 
K = K(1,2m), 
I(/4 km) 1 0 .
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Then fat- any A E R, there exists a 2 m X m matrix W, such that W,*KW,, is 
positive definite and W,*(j - AK)W, is negative definite. 
Proof. Let the matrix Z(t) E CzmXm be defined as in (3.1). Then 
Z([)*Kz(5) =2diag[Re[,,...,Re&,] 
and 
2W/lf,-1) b-1 
Let y = (Rep - A + l)/Im p and 6 = - 1 + i-y. Choosing sj so that Im tj = 
y Re sj, we get 
2Re5,n-1 6Reti,,-, 
8Re&,-, 2ReZ, 
The lemma is again proved by applying Lemma 3.2. l 
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem. We only prove part (a). 
The other parts follow by applying (a) to AA - (- B) or A( - A)+ B and 
using Lemma 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We denote A = A,? and assume 
h>max(A;,cr&,}. 
We prove the theorem in two steps. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that A, B are in the canonical form of Theorem 2.1. 
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Step 1. We construct a subspace Si so that dim Si = n - d+ - i + 1 and 
X*BX 
min --_=A 
. x‘zsi x*AX 
r*Ar>o 
We assume that the canonical form in Theorem 2.1 is such that for some 
integer sl, 0 < s1 < s, either the partial multiplicities m,, 1,. . . , mr+:, . are 
even or they are odd with cj = 1, while the partial multiphclties 
mr+s,+l,...,mr+s are odd with &j = - 1. We then define a block diagonal 
matrix which has the same block structure as A and B by 
where 
i 
0, j=l ,...,i-1, 
1, j=i ,..., r, 
yj = u; u; 
I 0 K? Ir I 0 06’ j=r+l ,...,r+ s, 
and 
mj mj 
z 0 mi 
gj = 0 0 mj’ 
[ 1 
j=r+s+l,...,r+s+t, 
where K~* = of (mj, Ed). Then a straightforward calculation shows 
Yj*A jYj = Yj* BjYj = 0 for j=l ,...,i-1 
Yj*AjYi = 1, Yj*BjYj = A; for j = i,...,r+, 
Yj*AjYj = - 1, Yj* BjYj = A,.,, for j=r++l,...,r, 
Yj*A jYj = Yj* BjYj = 0 for j=r+l,...,r+s 1, 
Yj*AjYj = Ej, Yj*BjYj = AjEj for j=r+s,+l,...,r+s, 
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and 
pj*Ajpj = iyj$ = 0 for 
where 
K,? 
0 
Ej = 
Hence 
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j=r+s+l ,...,r + s + t, 
1 K,? 
1 
K,? 
-1 1 . 
0 K,? 
has the same block structure as A, B with 
0 for j=l,...,i, 
(hf - A) for j = i +l,...,r+, 
-(h&,+-A) for j=r++l,...,r, 
0 for j=r+l,...,r+s,, 
(Aj - A) Ej for j=r+s,+l,...,r+s, 
and 
ej = 0 for j=r+s+l,...,r+s+t. 
Now, since A =A+ >max{A,, a,+,}, we have Aj - A <O for j=r + s,+ 
1 , . . . , r + s and ,sj(Aj - A) > 0 for j = i + 1,. . ., r. Thus 
Y*(B-AA)Y>O. 
In particular, the eigenvector corresponding to A lies in 9(Y). Therefore 
the subspace Si = 5%Y) has the required property and 
T+S r+s+t 
dimSi=r--i+l+ C ~j+ C mj=n-d+-i+l. 
j=r+l j=r+s+l 
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Step 2. Again, we construct a subspace Ti such that dim Ti = d + + i and 
x*( B - hA)x < 0, x*/ix > 0 for 0#x~T~. 
Once we have such a subspace, then for any subspace S with dim S = n - d + 
- i + 1, the intersection S fl Ti #(O}. Let 0 # x0 E S n Tie Then x,*Ax,, > 0 
and 
x*Bx 
inf 
x,*Bx, 
-< 
rs.9 x*Ax 
-<A. 
r*Ax>o x,*Axll 
Together with step 1, this proves (a). 
We proceed to construct the subspace Ti. Let 
wj = 1 1, j=l )..., i, 0, j=i+1,..., r. 
Recall A>o,&=max(Aj:mj>2 or .ej=l, r+l<j<r+s}. For j= 
r+1,..., r + s, if mj > 2 or .sj = 1, then A > Aj, and by Lemma 3.3 there 
exists an mj X KJ matrix Woj such that W$A,W,,, > 0 and WO:(Bj - 
AA,)Woj < 0; if mj = 2 and ej = - 1, then by Lemma 3.4 there exists an 
mj X ~j’ matrix Woj such that WOTAjW,,j > 0 and W,$(B,. - AAj)Woj < 0. In 
both cases, let 
+ 
Wj = [Wej 
mj - #C,+ 
0] E cmjXrnj. 
By Lemma 3.5, for j = r + s + 1,. . . , I- + s + t, there exists a 2mj X mj matrix 
WO, such that W,,;A,W,, > 0 and WoT(Bj - AAj)Woj < 0. Let 
wj= [ GOj 21 ) j=r+s+l,...,r+s+t, 
and 
W=diag[W,,...,W,,W,+,,...,W,+,,W,+,+,,...,W,+,+,l. 
Obviously, W*AW > 0 and W*( B - AA)W =G 0. Moreover, if u E C” and 
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Wu#O, then u*W*AWu>O. Let Ti=.%‘(W). Then for any XET~ and 
x f 0, we have x*(B - AA)x < 0 and x*Ax > 0. Furthermore, 
T+S r+s+t 
dimT,=i+ c ~j’+ c mj = i + d+. 
j=r+l j=r+s+l 
This completes our construction. m 
REMARK 1. An alternative proof of the existence of matrices W in 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 follows by using a different canonical form for AA - B 
without using Lemma 3.2. It can be proved that j(h,~,m) in Theorem 2.1 
can be replaced by 
for some fixed 6 > 0. Then, by picking 6 sufficiently small, the counterparts 
of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 have simpler proofs. We have chosen a longer but 
self-contained proof using Lemma 3.2 and the standard canonical form. 
REMARK 2. As noted in Theorem 3.1, subspaces there are taken over C”. 
Even in the case of real symmetric A and B, the theorem requires complex 
subspaces. Nevertheless, we shall show in a subsequent paper that the 
minimax formulas hold with subspaces of [w” if A and B are real symmetric. 
The authors are grateful to the University of Calgary for hospitality. 
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